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Glossary: 

 

Panopticon   The panopticon is a disciplinary concept portrayed in the 

form of a central observation tower placed within a circle of 

prison cells. A guard is assigned to that observation tower who 

observes every cell and inmate, but the inmates cannot see  

into the tower. Prisoners will never know whether they are  

being observed or not.  

 

Mediascape   Mediascape was primarily identified by Arjun  

Appadurai (1990) which refers to the electronic and print media  

in “global cultural flows”. According to Appadurai, mediascape  

represents the electronic capabilities of production and  

dissemination, as well as the images of the world created  

by these media for certain groups under different contexts.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

We are living in a world where the flow of information has become more fluid and spontaneous 

than it was in the late 90s. We have grown heavily dependent on receiving news every second. 

The buzz coming from our smartphones regarding a new information gives us more comfort and 

mental satisfaction than the sound of our analogue telephones ringing in our bedrooms. 

Sometimes the massive flow of different kinds of information overwhelm us, sometimes it does 

not. The harsh truth is that we cannot help ourselves from scrolling our smartphones to see 

something new, to learn something new. Media plays the most important role to provide us with 

all the information on time here. In a world where information is almost equivalent to the oxygen 

we are breathing in, media works as the major provider day and night to ensure that the flow of 

information stays smooth and uninterrupted all the time.  

As a requirement to complete my Bachelors of Arts in English from the Department of English 

and Humanities of BRAC University, I chose Media and Culture as my major because I was 

always curious about the function of media in our country and also wanted to see personally how 

the flow of information is always being maintained so smoothly by the media outlets. I had a 

deep love for writing from my childhood and The Daily Star seemed to be the perfect place for 

me to experience the type of writing a national newspaper would appreciate. My thirst to learn 

more about writing skills which would help me to produce publish-worthy write-ups also pushed 

me towards choosing The Daily Star. This media outlet is known to be the best and oldest 

English newspaper in Bangladesh which offers its workers a supportive, warm and safe work 

place where they can work without fear or boundaries. It helps its workers to grow, appreciate 

and understand all kinds of changes the society constantly goes through and be creative at the 
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same time. I interned at the Star Youth and Arts and Entertainment sections of The Daily Star. 

Star Youth is a weekly page which is published on the Fridays. To be precise, it deals with the 

success stories of the youth. It also focuses on the noteworthy initiatives taken by the young 

generation of Bangladesh. Arts and Entertainment is a daily page of this newspaper which deals 

with everything related to the entertainment world such as cinemas, songs, theatres, radio 

programmes, literature and so on. I chose to work for the Star Youth because youth engagement 

in our society always inspired me and working with issues regarding them offers me hope and 

mental peace. I also worked for the Arts and Entertainment section because the entertainment 

world seemed interesting to me and I wanted to expand my writing experience in this particular 

section along with the other one. My editor also encouraged me to work for the two different 

pages simultaneously so that I can learn about newspaper-writing from more than one section 

and cope up with the changes because the style of writing in these two pages are quite different 

from each other.  
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    Chapter 2 

A brief history of The Daily Star 

      

Picture 1: The Daily Star logo 

The Daily Star was founded in 14 January 1991, around 29 years ago by Syed Mohammed Ali. It 

functions with the motto, “Committed to People’s Right to Know” and has been maintaining its 

position as the largest circulating newspaper in this country till today. This media outlet emerged 

at a time when Bangladesh was going through its restoration period after the fall of an autocratic 

regime and ever since then, it has been serving Bangladeshis as one of the most trusted sources 

of news valiantly. It is led by Mahfuz Anam who used to be a member of Mukti Bahini and 

former United Nations official. He also happens to be one of the six-member board of directors 

which is chaired by Rokeya Afzal Rahman. These six board members look after the financial 

matters of the newspaper. The Daily Star is owned by Transcom Group.  

The Daily Star is known to be functioning independently with a view to serving Bangladeshis 

with honesty and unbiased representation of the information. It is a media outlet which welcomes 

creativity, at the same maintains its nature of being precise and "easy-to-understand" way of 

writing. It aims to strengthen public opinion, inspire democratic way of representing opinions 

from all existing classes of people in Bangladesh and uphold the values of functioning as a free 

press. It has been working relentlessly to ensure free flow of information all across the country 

without being influenced by any internal or external pressure. It also focuses on ensuring the act 
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of accountability among the all the existing administrative hierarchy in our society and providing 

the public with news without being tainted by favours or fear.  

The Daily Star welcomes young journalism graduates graciously and puts significant amount of 

effort to groom them into remarkable journalists who are able to serve the country with 

proficiency and honesty. The daily is completely unbiased regarding gender when it comes to 

recruiting new journalists. However, it supports the female recruits immensely. It ensures that the 

female journalists can work in a safe, unbiased and understanding environment. Currently, 17 

percent of the of its total staff members are women of different ages and social backgrounds and 

there has never been any complaint regarding sexual harassment in the office.  
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Chapter 3 

           Interning at the Star Youth and Arts and Entertainment of The Daily Star 

 

I had a memorable journey with the Star Youth and Arts and Entertainment sections of The Daily 

Star as an intern. My editor, Elita Karim, guided me carefully throughout the whole time I 

worked there as an intern. I already had prior experience in writing for newspapers as I used to 

work as a freelancing journalist for The Daily Star since I was a second-year student in my 

university and also had an opportunity to learn about journalism in a fully funded exchange 

programme in University of Washington. Thus, I already had some ideas about media and 

writing for a newspaper when I started my internship. However, I had the opportunity to learn 

about the functions of one of the largest circulating media outlets of this country in person with 

the help of my editor and realized how textbooks are not always enough to learn about the real 

world. I did face challenges time to time but with great team work offered by the sections I was 

working in, I succeeded in overcoming all the hesitations, anxiousness and work pressure and 

become more productive by the end of my internship. 

I already had sufficient experience when it comes to preparing a write-up for Star Youth. 

However, contributing in the Arts and Entertainment section was a bit challenging for me in the 

beginning. It pushed me out of my comfort zone and made me take a deeper look at the cultural 

sector of Bangladesh in order to produce decent write-ups for the page. I learned how swift and 

efficient I must be to work for a daily page and this experience was very different from the ones I 

gathered from Star Youth which is a weekly page. Constantly working for two different pages 

taught me how to be efficient with my work using the shortest amount of time. Not only did I 
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learn about the writings, but I also learned about the importance of proper team work from this 

internship which was the most valuable takeaway for me.  
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Chapter 4 

The Art of Taking Interviews 

Taking interviews is certainly not as easy as it seems to be. The first time I learned about taking 

interviews as a journalist was during my exchange programme in University of Washington. 

After my return, I got the opportunity to exercise my learnings from that programme with The 

Daily Star in Bangladeshi context. The first thing I realized during my earlier interview was that 

people are often hesitant when it comes to talking to a journalist. Experienced people are easier 

to talk to because they know how much to reveal and how much to hide. Due to their past 

experience, they understand that it is alright to have a conversation with a journalist as long as 

their personal space is being respected. Unexperienced people would mostly try to avoid talking 

to me whenever I tried to approach them as a journalist. However, I also came across lots of 

people who are genuinely friendly, supportive and helpful. I had to maintain a warm, 

professional and friendly posture all the time while approaching a candidate or taking interviews. 

One must ensure that she is not intimidating the candidates for the interview and assure that no 

unwanted information will be published without their consents. Recording the interviews is 

essential. It stays as a valuable proof that the information given in the article has come from an 

authentic source and the journalist did not make anything up for the sake of publishing the 

article. Before starting to record the interview, it is absolutely necessary to let all the parties 

know that the recording is about to start and everyone is being notified. If the candidate wants to 

talk off-the-record, the interviewer should allow it with an open mind and must not use any 

information from that particular conversation in her article. Consent is a big word when it comes 

to dealing with interviews. One cannot force people to talk or use information without the 

consent of the candidate who is related to that information. The location of the interview is also 
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an important fact for a journalist. The comfort of the candidate selected for the interview should 

be prioritized while selecting the location. The journalist must use all of her senses during the 

interview to have a better grip on the conversation and the environment. It was always wise to 

write down the questions I was about to ask the person I was interviewing beforehand. It helped 

me a lot to appear as an organised person who knew what she was doing and how to be good at 

her job. Afterwards, when I sat to write the article, those questions and recorded answers would 

make my work smooth, less time-consuming and flawless. I would also make sure that I had all 

the important contact information saved in both my smartphone and computer related to my 

articles so that I could reach out for help whenever I needed to. It was also helpful to fact-check 

sometimes with the candidates. Being punctual was always essential to create a good impression 

on the people who were about to give me some valuable information. That positive impression 

might help one to gain information which was unexpected to be revealed initially. It is only 

natural to say that the whole process of interviewing people is influenced by several 

psychological factors. Even the tone and eye-contact of the interviewer while asking questions 

matter immensely during the interview sessions. However, for me, taking interviews was always 

the best part of my work because it allowed me to travel and get to know new people who never 

ceased to amaze me.  
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Chapter 5 

                                The Language and writing techniques in Print Media 

The Daily Star always focuses on keeping the language of the articles easy-to-understand. 

During my internship period, I was constantly reminded by my sub-editors that my articles 

should never be too complicated to understand because of the language. I was encouraged to use 

simpler yet perfect-for-the-context words as much as possible. The writers are also encouraged to 

incorporate gender-neutral words in the articles, for example- using the word ‘actor’ for both 

male and female artists who act, replacing ‘chairman’ with ‘chairperson’ and so on. News 

articles in print media are not the areas where the writer can use his creativity unless it concerns 

the organisation of the information. There are specific pages that deal with articles relying 

entirely on creativity, but that belongs to a limited area in the newspaper. There is a specific 

structure every newspaper follows; sometimes they differ from each other to stand out in the 

competition of print media outlets, but that structure is never broken while producing the articles. 

Another area where a writer can be creative is while producing an eye-catching headline. 

Sometimes editors prefer to keep headline precise, clean and short, sometimes they allow the 

writers to be very creative with their word-play. It depends on the type of article that is being 

prepared. For example- An article talking about the sudden death of a well-loved celebrity will 

have a precise and simple headline most of the times whereas an article talking about a superhit 

movie consisting of new actors will demand the writer to produce an eye-catching headline with 

some interesting word-plays.  

The articles of Star Youth were never of the same size. Sometimes an article would reach a 

thousand words depending on the number of articles the editor plans to have printed for that 

week, sometimes we are asked to stick to our 500-600-word limit. On the other hand, the articles 
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I wrote for the Arts and entertainment would mostly be around 300 words in size. So, it heavily 

depends on the type of story and the pre-planned number of articles to be printed on a specific 

day whether an article should cross the standard 500-word limit or not. A writer must stay 

unbiased while writing articles all the time and ensure that to the readers, his write-ups appear as 

a news-teller only, nothing more or less. There should never be any tone of judgement there. 

When I was writing my articles, I used to notice that I would have a lot of information and it was 

impossible to incorporate them all in the articles. Sometimes it was easy to point out the less-

important information, sometimes it was not. So, there were times when I would finish writing 

the articles without taking any pressure and take it to my sub-editors for necessary edits. 

Eventually, I learned how to omit less-important information faster. It also became easier to 

understand which information is more important than the others by imagining myself in the 

shoes of my target audience and think about the information I would expect to know by reading 

the article. Writers are always asked to double-check before using a person’s name and title in 

their articles and no mistake is tolerated in this specific case. So, I would go through at least 

three different authentic sources before I used someone’s name or title in my articles to ensure 

accuracy. Thus, I would say that it takes lots of practice to write for print media accurately and 

with proficiency. 
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Chapter 6 

Translations 

 

I started my journey with The Daily Star as an intern by translating one of the news published by 

Prothom Alo regarding Miles, a renowned Bangladeshi singer, who was starting his world tour 

with USA. I was asked to follow the principle of sense-for-sense translation while translating the 

article. It was preferable if I could shrink the actual size of that article a bit because of the space 

limitation of the daily page. The second article I wrote required some translations because of the 

flyer I was sent by the theatre staff members from Dhaka University which was written in 

Bangla. It also consisted of several Sanskrit words which was extremely challenging for me to 

understand and translate into perfection. It referred to some theatrical terms mentioned in Natya 

Shastra, for example- “shringar,” “hashsho,” “korun,” “roudro,” “bir,” “bhoyanok,” “bibhotsho” 

and “odvud.” In my article, I represented the names of these terms as they were in the flyer but 

for my readers’ comfort, I went through the English version of the elements of a play and in 

brackets, I included the meanings equivalent to those terms mentioned in Natya Shastra, for 

example- roudro (wrath), hashsho (laughter) and so on. 

In the last month of my internship, I had to translate another article published by Prothom Alo 

regarding the 7th convocation of the Asian University for Women. It was a one-page article and 

took me a while to translate it with care. There were lots of important quotations from great 

personalities like Cherie Blair, the founder of AUW, Kamal Ahmad, the finance minister of 

Afghanistan, Mohammad Humayon Qayoumi and renowned Rabindra Sangeet singer Rezwana 

Choudhury Bannya. While translating their quotations, I had to be extra careful because no 

mistake could be made regarding quotations. I had to revise the translation with my sub-editor 
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several times before submitting it to my editor for the final check. Regarding this particular 

article, I was asked not to miss out any information or attempt to shrink its original size. Thus, 

apart from translating the quotations, I did not face any other challenge while working on it. The 

course ENG465: Translation Studies helped me greatly regarding the techniques of translation. I 

learned how to keep the main essence of the source text intact while expertly translating it to 

another language in this course and throughout all the translation related tasks in The Daily Star, 

I followed it. This course also guided me towards the accurate usage of words and choosing them 

carefully while translating a text and also kept me alert about my target audience.  
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Chapter 7 

 Features 

Writing features was always an enlightening and inspiring experience for me during my 

internship period at The Daily Star. I produced three feature stories in total while I was working 

there as an intern. All of them were published as Star Youth feature stories. I was not required to 

do a lot of research to prepare those feature stories perfectly because I always preferred to 

interview the relevant candidates in person and preserve the recordings of those interviews for 

future reference. All of those candidates would provide me with necessary information and 

enough additional information sources which helped me immensely while I was preparing the 

features. Before going for the interviews, I would meditate myself and picturize the type of 

feature I was aiming to prepare in my head so that the interviews could go smoothly. During the 

interviews, I would always take notes which would help me a lot later while writing the feature. I 

found this technique quite effective. It is less time-consuming when someone solely relies on the 

electronic aids but the old-fashioned way of noting down important information can become a 

great asset while preparing feature stories. My editor would encourage me to prepare the features 

without having any boundaries in my mind. She would never give me any word-limitation for the 

features which helped me to organise and input information in the features exactly the way I 

liked it. I realized giving the writers so much freedom for the features not only helped them to 

utilize their full potential and creativity but also aided the sub-editors to have enough information 

to select from while editing those features for printing. However, as a sensible writer, I did not 

abuse this freedom and incorporated my learnings from the course ENG440: English for Print 

Media to write the features without flooding them with unnecessary information, adjectives, 

adverbs and hyperboles. I was always asked to sit beside the editor or sub-editor whenever they 
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were editing my feature stories. They would always ask me relevant questions while editing the 

features and take my opinions in consideration before sending them for printing. The pictures 

used for my feature stories were usually taken at the official photo-studio of The Daily Star. But 

the feature I wrote about “Shokkhom” consisted of pictures provided by their marketing 

manager. Usually, I was given a time-frame of 10-14 days to prepare a certain feature which was 

more than enough to finish the task properly. Thus, I never had to rush to finish writing a feature.  
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Chapter 8 

Event Reports 

As an intern at The Daily Star, I produced 19 event reports in total. Most of them were written 

for Star Youth. My event reports for Arts and Entertainment were mostly based of theatres. My 

editor knew me well before my internship period and she also knew how excited I always was 

when it comes to event reporting. My enthusiasm for event reporting led me towards reporting so 

many events within a short period of time. I kept my personal transportation with me most of the 

time so whenever I had to report an event, I was always ready and punctual. My sub-editor, 

Shababa Iqbal advised me to be present at the venues 30 minutes before the given time for the 

events to have a better understanding of the atmosphere. I followed that advice with sincerity. 

Willing to travel a lot and enjoying it at the same time has always been one of my traits and this 

attitude helped me to stay active and energetic throughout my whole internship period at The 

Daily Star. Sometimes the calls for event reporting would appear suddenly in front of me, 

sometimes I would be informed a day before the event. I always had a professional photographer 

from The Daily Star with me during the events and it was my duty to inform one of the 

photographers beforehand about the event I was going to report. That way I could concentrate 

more on the smallest details of an event without being worried about the photographs. I would 

constantly take short notes during the event which would help me to produce the report in a short 

amount of time. I always recorded all the speeches to quote relevant people without any 

mistakes.  

Usually, I always interviewed the organisers of the events and asked them for recommendations 

after the interview is done. I used to divide the candidates suitable for interviews in three 

different segments. Firstly, I would interview the organiser. Then I would try to take opinions 
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from the visitors, audience or participants. Lastly, I would interview people like the parents of 

the participants, guest speakers or people who are not directly associated with the events. By 

using this method, I was able to collect different types of insights which made my articles rich 

and well-prepared. I learned about talking to people coming from different backgrounds and 

socializing during event reports in my course ENG440: English for Print Media and I tried my 

best to follow that. Some of the events would prepare press-kits and it was my duty to ask for it 

if it was not handed over to me during the event. Press-kits help the writers to prepare the article 

faster, but it was never a note-worthy obstacle for me if I did not receive it because I always took 

detailed notes and record important speeches and conversations which stopped me from relying 

on the press-kits too much.  
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Chapter 9 

Movie Reviews 

Writing movie reviews was challenging for me. I got the opportunity to write a movie review for 

Arts and Entertainment only once. I went to watch the movie at Star Cineplex with my own 

funding to experience the whole atmosphere of the movie theatre, watch it on a big screen with 

Fanta and a stash of pop-corns and have an audience full of people coming from different 

backgrounds, ages, professions and fanbases. I had to keep my senses sharp throughout the 

whole time to catch the reactions of the audience during different scenes and notice the details 

which are worthy of having space in my review. I would write down my initial observation of the 

first half during the half-time break and take the rest of the notes swiftly before leaving the 

theatre. It was fun to interview one or two people from the audience leaving the theatre because 

their emotions regarding the movie stayed fresh and vibrant at that time. Writing a movie review 

did require some research works. I had to be careful about not giving any spoilers in my review 

and ensure that my review did not sound biased to my readers. I had the freedom to use my 

creativity while preparing the headline and with the help of my sub-editor, I came up with an 

eye-catching one. I was advised to make the headline attractive so that even a casual newspaper 

reader feel drawn towards the review. I was asked to limit the review within 350 words because 

of the space limitation. As I had no experience regarding writing movie reviews, I found it 

challenging to write it in the beginning. It took me more time to prepare it than an event report. 

But my sub-editors were very supportive and gave me an extra hour to finish writing it.  
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Chapter 10 

Miscellaneous Works 

Apart from writing and interviewing people, I had to prepare the monthly salary-sheet for all the 

staff members of Star Youth and Arts and Entertainment. Star Youth consists of writers and 

photographers who are mostly free-lancers. Arts of Entertainment had writers and photographers 

who were mostly permanent contributors, but the free-lancing photographers and writers were 

also seen to contribute time to time. I had to maintain two different salary-sheets for two 

different pages. It was a time-consuming work and I would take two-three days usually to 

carefully complete it to ensure accuracy. I would also collect the list of stories along with the 

folder links when all stories are ready to be published for Star Youth every week and inform the 

publishing section about the publishing time and date of the online stories and separately submit 

the stories which were supposed to go for the print. Sometimes I would stay beside the graphics 

designers and editors to see if the photo placement and text-box placement followed the 

instructions of my editor and sub-editors correctly and it mesmerized me how skillfully the 

brightness, texture, shadows etc. were being edited into perfection and how the appropriate text-

box placement made the page look more attractive. Right before the final confirmation is sent for 

the pages to be published, I was asked to accompany my sub-editor to give the pages a final 

check and sometimes a few flaws would come out even in the last minute. So, I can say that it is 

always necessary to go through the articles as many times as possible before sending them for 

printing. I was taught how to request for new stationary items from the office by filling up a 

specific form and had to do it twice during those three months. I had to check if everyone from 

my team had all the necessary stationary items they needed before filling up the form. Usually 
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the supply would be delivered to our section within two days after the office received the form 

signed by the editor. 
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Chapter 11 

Integration of theories with my Internship Assignments 

During my internship period at The Daily Star, I realized how relatable the cultural theories that I 

learned in the course Cultural Studies: Theory and Practice (ENG331) were. Those theories 

helped me a lot to assess the environment around me and have a deeper understanding of how 

the media outlet along with the society is functioning for years. A lot of my unspoken questions 

were answered because of the in-depth lessons I got from my cultural theory course. Firstly, I 

will discuss how Michel Foucault’s overview on ‘Panopticon’ and ‘Gaze’ was relatable to my 

experience at The Daily Star. Subsequently, I will end my discussion relating another cultural 

theory to my internship duties introduced by Arjun Appadurai named ‘Mediascape.’  

 Panopticon and Gaze: 

The idea of Panopticon always reminded me of control. This is a concept of intense observation 

where a prison is being watched by the authority day and night in order to stay updated about the 

prisoners’ reactions and movements. The sole purpose of this motion of “gazing” at the prisoners 

is to keep them under firm control and ensure that no unwanted or unexpected movement is 

being made by them. The prisoners, knowing that they are being watched, stay under control and 

act the way they are expected to act by the authority. This prison works as a symbol for the 

society we live in and like The Daily Star, all the other media outlets act as the observers. It is a 

common fact that journalists and the organisations they are working for act as the social-

watchdogs whose sole job is to stay updated regarding every small detail about our society and 

deliver it to their target audience. I had the chance to experience being a watchdog myself while 

working for The Daily Star because I was advised to keep a sharp and open eye regarding the 
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activities the youth of this country were being engaged in and the noteworthy cultural events 

happening around me. It felt exactly how Michel Foucault explained the dominating and all-

seeing gaze prevailing in our society. The media outlets notice the slightest change in the usual 

flow of actions taking place in the society everyday and feel obligated to inform the authority 

along with the general public about it. This practice of transparency is very old and widely 

accepted by the people who are functioning under this overseeing gaze. I felt its presence more 

when I started to write about the esports events taking place in Bangladesh and organising some 

myself. After several articles of mine were published related to this topic, I received an offer 

from the ICT Ministry of Bangladesh to organise a big-budget esports event promoting the 

contribution of our government and also supporting the raw talents towards a brighter future. It 

proved that whatever observation the watchdogs share with people, it definitely reaches the 

higher authority and inspires necessary action. This idea of overseeing gaze was initially 

introduced by Jeremy Bentham and named as “Panopticon.” Sometimes, knowing the power of 

the media outlets, the higher authority tries to control them to strengthen their influence on 

society. They would either try to censor the media to hide certain information or push them to 

promote something extravagantly so that the ‘controlled units’ do not lose their tracks or show 

any resistance. For example- During the earlier days when the lockdown due to COVID-19 had 

just began in Bangladesh, the social and print media would provide us with lots of information 

regarding the number of infected and dead people which was causing panic and anxiety all over 

the country. But after a month, similar information regarding this topic was being controlled and 

censored skillfully so that the panic and anxiety would not hit the abnormal range. The offer to 

oraganise a big-budget esports event I received from the ICT Ministry of Bangladesh also made 

me think about the “The Eye of Power” Foucault talked about. It was surely my target to catch 
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the attention of our government with my write-ups and lead it towards this sector of sports which 

harbours tons of possibilities. Here, I was exercising my power to promote a certain issue of our 

society and get the authority’s attention with a view to receiving support and acknowledgement. 

When the ministry acted, it also exercised its power to bring certain changes in the sector 

mentioned in my write-ups. Thus, I had to agree to Foucault that power is everywhere in our 

society and each attribute of this society is exercising its power to make what the society is 

today.  

 Mediascape: 

I would also like to mention Arjun Appadurai’s theory of “Mediascape” here. I was interning in 

a place where the flood of new information remains stable and never-ending. This world of 

media is so hyper-active that it never sleeps on any information. The flow of new information 

often overwhelms us yet we cannot help but seek for more. This demand for the constant supply 

of news is what points my head towards the idea of “mediascape.” It makes us feel like living in 

a world where there is no border when it comes to exchanging new information regarding 

cultures, financial issues, accidents, architecture and so on. We sit in a specific geographical 

zone and scroll through our smartphones to understand foreign culture better constantly. We 

hardly judge whether the representation of the foreign cultures is accurate or not; we simply 

teach ourselves to embrace it. It is not possible for us to visit each and every cultural zone 

existing in different parts of the world so there is no way to be sure whether a source of 

information is exaggerating or indirectly demeaning a certain culture. Sometimes, my team went 

through hectic days at the office because of the intense pressure to supply our target audience 

with enough information in a single day. It never took minutes before a certain news became too 

old to publish which proved that the hunger for information regarding the world never paused for 
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a single moment. The online platform has become so active that the print media is having a hard 

time to catch up and maintain its validity in this modern world. 
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Chapter 12 

Personal Account 

I had an unforgettable experience while working for Star Youth and Arts and Entertainment at 

The Daily Star. Initially, I was hesitant about reporting theatres and other cultural programmes 

because of my lack experience in that particular field. But with the unconditional support of my 

editor and the whole team, I overcame my fear and found myself in a place where I began to 

enjoy reporting theatre events. I always had a feeling that my team had faith in my work and it 

inspired me to perform better. In those three months, I heard nothing but words of 

encouragement and positivity during my office hours. All the staff members were very 

supportive and warm towards each other and it never appeared to me that anyone was drowning 

in work pressure because the team consisted of people who loved their job and the work pressure 

only gave them the opportunity to prove their depth of love for this profession. Their positive 

energy was so contagious that a pessimistic person like me became confident and reliable every 

time I was needed for a certain task. The environment, smaller to bigger duties and the bond I 

started to share with my co-workers made me love this profession more and more each passing 

day. I was practically living my dream job there and thanks to my editor, I decided stick to this 

profession in future.  

It is important to mention that after going through such intense writing experience, I finally 

discovered my beat in journalism. I felt like I performed the best whenever I was assigned to 

report something related to the youth and social works. I also loved writing articles based on E-

sports because they were quite relatable to me. Without the help of my editor, it would have been 

impossible because she was the one who pushed me out of my comfort zone and made me go for 

the events or stories which would challenge me and help me to find my own beat. I would 
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consider it a huge personal achievement when I got to submit an event report where I was one of 

the key speakers and occupied a space in the photograph published alongside the report. Another 

personal achievement would be three of the events that I reported during this internship where I 

was one of the key organisers and it was a matter of pride for me to be able to organise events 

that deserved media coverage from The Daily Star. I met a lot of well-known and noteworthy 

personalities and had the opportunity to have a decent conversation with them. Sometimes, while 

writing about so many inspiring stories, I became inspired to do something significant for others 

as well. While interviewing the young activists and entrepreneurs, I was touched by their stories 

more than once and it inspired me to work harder and think about the well-being of my society. 

The courses ENG440: English for Print Media and ENG333: Globalisation helped me a lot to 

realize that I have deep love and never-ending curiosity when it comes to anything related to 

journalism. Those classes informed me that this profession has all the challenges, sparks, 

adventures and scopes to grow as a creative writer that I was looking for so long. At this point, I 

wish to say that my journey with The Daily Star has been incredible and priceless to the core. I 

am beyond honoured to have been a part of this media outlet which serves nothing but the best 

write-ups to its readers.  
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Chapter 13 

Conclusion 

My time at The Daily Star taught me that life itself is an adventure and it is alright to go out of 

my comfort zone sometimes to discover something new that I may love later on. It also taught 

me to be fearless while sharing ideas and opinions. It pushed me continuously to think out of the 

box and have a drive to stand out among others. By the time I was done with my internship, I 

knew how valuable a supportive team with so much positive energy is. This positivity not only 

helps the positive person grow but also inspires the whole team to function more efficiently in 

the times of intense work pressure. I was fortunate enough to have Ms. Elita Karim as my editor 

who has been a great example of a strong, independent, creative, inspiring and successful woman 

for years in Bangladesh. Seeing her everyday, working for her everyday at the office inspired me 

to work harder than before and achieve bigger things in life. I have to say that my internship 

period taught me more than just writing for print media; it taught me to see life from a new angle 

and dream bigger.  

The Daily Star, just like its motto, ensures that all the news it delivers to the public is written 

with utter sincerity and under the circumstance where the journalism ethics have been well-

maintained. It is a media outlet that thinks of its readers with care and respect and constantly tries 

to live up to their expectations. I had a memorable journey with The Daily Star and wish to 

utilize everything I learned from them properly in my future works. 
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Appendix 

In below, I am giving some of my work from May-August, 2019. 

 

Appendix 1 

 

 

Picture: Translation 1 
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Appendix 2 

    

Picture: Translation 2 
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Picture: Translation 3 
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Appendix 4 

Picture: Feature 1 
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Appendix 5 

 

 

 

Picture: Feature 2 
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Picture: Feature 3 
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Appendix 7 

 

 

Picture: Event report 1 

 

 

https://www.thedailystar.net/arts-entertainment/theatre/news/selim-al-deens-muntasir-staged-bsa-1713259
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Appendix 8 

 

 

Picture: Event report 2 

 

 

 

https://www.thedailystar.net/star-youth/news/drmc-ena-international-tech-carnival-2019-1714030
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Appendix 9 

 

 

Picture: Event report 3 

 

 

 

 

https://www.thedailystar.net/star-youth/news/cmok-brings-home-dota-2-agl-cup-1714027
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Appendix 10 

 

 

Picture: Event report 4 
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Appendix 11 

 

 

Picture: Event report 5 

 

https://www.thedailystar.net/arts-entertainment/event/news/latai-honours-distinguished-poets-1719904
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Appendix 12 

 

 

Picture: Event report 6 
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Appendix 12 

 

 

Picture: Event report 7 
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Appendix 13 

 

 

Picture: Event report 8 

https://www.thedailystar.net/star-youth/news/bylc-hosts-session-the-importance-gender-equality-1726873
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Appendix 14 

 

 

Picture: Event report 9 

https://www.thedailystar.net/arts-entertainment/event/news/choitre-boi-utshab-2019-concludes-1728961
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Appendix 15 

 

 

Picture: Event report 10 

 

https://www.thedailystar.net/star-youth/news/samsung-bangladesh-esports-championship-2019-1729903
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Appendix 16 

 

 

Picture: Event report 11 

 

 

https://www.thedailystar.net/star-youth/news/among-the-hopeful-youth-american-center-1731040
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Appendix 17 

 

 

Picture: Event report 12 

 

https://www.thedailystar.net/arts-entertainment/event/news/dci-and-rsc-organises-press-conference-children-rights-and-sight-1730470
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Appendix 18 
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Picture: Event report 13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.thedailystar.net/arts-entertainment/event/news/underprivileged-children-1732585
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Appendix 19 

 

 

Picture: Event report 14 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.thedailystar.net/star-youth/news/sunnydale-students-celebrate-rabindra-jayanti-1737028
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Appendix 20 

 

 

 

Picture: Event report 15 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.thedailystar.net/star-youth/news/preliminary-round-international-leadership-programme-education-held-uiu-1739563
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Appendix 21 

 

 

 

Picture: Event report 16 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.thedailystar.net/star-youth/news/6th-children-science-congress-2019-held-1740532
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Appendix 22 

 

 

Picture: Event report 17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.thedailystar.net/star-youth/news/tarunner-joyutshab-inspiring-event-the-youth-1742467
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Appendix 23 

 

 

Picture: Event report 18 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.thedailystar.net/star-youth/news/the-local-cup-season-one-1743961
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Appendix 24 

 

 

Picture: Movie Review 

 

 

 

https://www.thedailystar.net/arts-entertainment/hollywood/news/captain-marvel-just-prequel-1716880

